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The objective of using automatic optimized reloading methods is
to provide the Nuclear Engineer with an efficient method for
reloading a nuclear reactor which results in superior core
configurations that minimize fuel costs. Previous methods developed
by Levine et al required a large effort to develop the initial core
loading using a priority loading scheme. Subsequent modifications
to this core configuration were made using expert rules to produce
the final core design. Improvements in this technique have been
made by using a genetic algorithm to produce improved core reload
designs for PWRs more efficiently.

Introduction

An ultimate in-core fuel management code for PWRs was
proposed'11 which should minimize fuel costs, perform multicycle
analysis, be very user friendly, use accurate high speed neutronic
codes, and print out concise but appropriate output. Further
improvement has been made in minimizing the fuel costs by utilizing
a newly developed genetic algorithm121 to finalize the fuel
placement in the core. Basically six tasks are employed to optimize
the reload,i.e., 1) develop the priority loading scheme (PLS),
2) determine the number of fresh fuel and the used fuel to reload
the core and load the core with these fuel assemblies according to
the PLS, 3) determine the enrichment for the fresh fuel to give the
assigned energy for the cycle by using the Haling power
distribution (HPD), 4) finalize the loading pattern by making
appropriate changes and analyzing each change using the HPD so that
the peak power constraints have adequate safety margins, 5) design
the BP placement to minimize power peaking, and 6) fine tune the
final core design to meet all objectives in an optimum manner.

The PLS required major efforts to ef f ect(3)r U)'. All of these
PLSs produced low leakage cores having the lowest kinf fuel
assemblies loaded on the core periphery, the highest kinf placed
just inside the core periphery, and the remaining fuel assemblies
scatter loaded in the remaining positions. The PLS is a
hierarchical scheme for loading the fuel into the core based on the
kinf of the fuel. It defines specific positions for each fuel
assembly. Once the core is loaded as prescribed by the PLS, the
enrichment and possibly the number of fresh fuel must be adjusted
to meet core lifetime requirements. In addition, the core
configuration must be changed to reduce the peak power to meet
safety constraints. All of these operations can be performed using
the HPD eliminating the need for using burnable poisons (BP) .
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Turinsky et al(5) have stated that the HPD cannot be used because
practical designs cannot meet the safety constraints. This is true
if the peak power in the HPD is at the peak power limit. If the HPD
peak power is 4% to 5% below the limit, practical BP designs can be
effected to keep the peak power well within allowed values even
though it exceeds the peak power attained in the HPD calculation.

The above procedure is improved by incorporating a genetic
algorithm (GA) to perform task (4) using the HPD analysis. A GA
utilizes the methods of evolution to search for superior solutions.
A bit-string representation of the core loading pattern, called a
genotype, is the basic genetic component for a GA. It acts as the
DNA for humans. The first step is to create a population of
genotypes representing many different solutions. The GA then
performs crossover and mutation type changes in the genotypes to
develop improved solutions. The technique for making crossover and
mutations is a statistical process which selects the improved
genotypes based on an objective function. Thousands of calculations
are performed to obtain the improved genotypes for creating the
next population. Special methods are used for selecting the
genotypes for crossover and mutation operations and for creating
the different populations.

DeChaine calculated improved core designs for the Beaver Valley
PWRs using Li's PLS in providing some of the genotypes for the
population. DeChaine's calculations were all HPD solutions; BP's
were not designed for the core. Nevertheless his GA found many core
loadings that were slightly superior to Li's and one that was
impressive. For example, Li's best solution had a lifetime of 16.49
GWD/ MTU whereas DeChaine's was 16.984 GWD/MTU. The GA can also be
used to design the BP solution. Also, different PLS's can be
developed using heuristic rules to create genotypes for the
population, avoiding the large effort normally needed to produce a
PLS for a new core.

Core Calculations Using a Genetic Algorithm (GA)

DeChaine created a genotype which is a sequential set of binary
bits, each representing both a loading position of the core and a
specific kinf of a fuel assembly, and used a fixed inventory of fuel
assemblies to load the core. DeChaine then used the fuel assemblies
that were in Li's best design and had the GA search for superior
configurations. The two most difficult of the six tasks are task
(1) and task (4). DeChaine showed that the GA can help define the
PLS , task (1) from the results of the GA calculations. In addition
the objective function sorted out the superior reload designs
effecting task (4).

The first step in the GA is to create a population. Some degree
of randomness is incorporated using a random generator to generate
the bits, but some of the population is spiked with special core
designs. It is easy to convert a loading pattern (phenotype) into
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a genotype. The available fuel types are first ranked in order of
their kin£. Then at each core position its kin£ is assigned that rank
and its corresponding bit. The genotype is the array of bits
representing that loading pattern. Converting a genotype into a
loading pattern is more difficult, because a match must be made
between the available inventory and the set of bits in the
genotype. This problem is solved by selecting the appropriate fuel
assembly for each core position based on core symmetry and the rank
of the bit; the lower the bit number the higher the kin£.

The next step is to evaluate the population using reactor
physics codes and a "fitness" or objective function. For a core
pattern to be valid, its Normalized Power (NP) must be sufficiently
low to prevent the peak power from exceeding thermal limits, and it
should meet or exceed core lifetime, L, requirements. The objective
function, 0(NP,L),greatly penalizes phenotypes that have NPs above
a maximum value and it increases with core lifetime.

O(NP,L) = wNP x P(NP) + wL x L
where

P(NP) = NP - NPmax when NP > NPmax
P(NP) = 0 when NP < NPmax

Once the NP is = or < than NPmax, The objective function depends
only on L.

A selection operator then chooses which genotypes will
contribute to the next generation. It creates the "breeding pool"
for the crossover and mutation operators to work with based on
their "fitness". In this way the GA creates new generations with
increase "fitness",i.e. improved core patterns. However, each new
generation remains constant in population.

The crossover operator mixes two genotypes to create two
different genotypes referred to as their children. It does this by
swapping bits at the same location in the genotype. The mutation
operator changes the state of a bit by flipping the bit. It only
changes a selected number of bits randomly chosen. The mutation
operator diversifies the population allowing the search to move
into new regions not yet examined. The GA continues to create and
evaluate new core loadings until the number of analyses has been
completed. Superior reloads are easily identified.

DeChaine created expert populations for the Beaver Valley PWRs
using solutions obtained from Li's PLS plus random selected loading
patterns. A sample of his results are shown in the figure at the
top of the next page. What is significant about his results is that
he has identified many core configurations superior to Li's best
design. DeChaine's best design had a lifetime of 16.984 compared to
Li's best design of 16.492. Also of importance is the fact that by
studying past PLSs for different core it is possible to establish
several good PLSs for any new core heuristically. The central core
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Core lifetimes and maximum NPs for the 466 unique loading patterns.

fuel assembly is basically fixed. The core periphery uses low kinf
fuel and the most of the positions adjacent to the core periphery
use the fresh fuel which are easily identified. The remaining core
positions are scatter loaded. Using these guidlines, it is possible
to create several excellent solutions. It is important to spike the
initial population for the GA with such superior solutions. In
addition, by studying the superior loading patterns produced by the
GA, the PLS can be improved. Also the improved PLSs can be used
for future reloads.

Hence, all of the six tasks can now be made to work
sequentially and automatically to produce optimum type reloads. The
GA is used to solve both tasks 1 and 4, the two most difficult
tasks. It could also solve task 5; however, it is believed that the
present heuristic method will perform this task more efficiently.

Conclusions

It is now believed that using the GA provides a most efficient
method for producing extremely good reload patterns automatically.
This technique lays a foundation for developing efficient
multicycle codes. Here it is suggested that the multicycle code
allow for changes in cycle length and different constraints for the
different cycles. Such conditions are usually dictated by the
utility.
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